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Ultimate fishing simulator bait guide

Welcome to SteamAH! We would like to use cookies to analyze, improve and personalize our services for you. With cookies, we are able to provide better contextual advertising (which pays to operate this website) and share anonymized statistics with our partners and potential clients.
Learn more in our privacy policy and customize the settings below. Cookie SettingsACCEPTPrivacy &amp; Cookies Policy Ultimate Fishing Simulator game guide focuses on Greenland DLC Guide. This guide lists the baits/baits, location and size of hooks that I used to capture all 12
species on greenlandic/sea maps. When writing this instruction, we pick up many pieces of information from several places for you. We hope this guide will help you. Other DLC Guides: Kariba Dam DLC GuideAmazon River DLCGreenland DLCGreenland DLC is the third DLC that has
been released for Ultimate Fishing Simulator, so farCive a boat along the cold waters of the seas and face one of the oldest sharks floating in greenland waters! Take advantage of the new trolling features and feel like a real sea bass! Experience unforgettable moments in search of sharks,
halibut or other sea creatures! Especially for shark fishing, we have equipped the boat with fishing rod holders and allowed players to perform trolling! Go out to sea - Set the rods - All the way forward! What does DLC Greenland contain? New map - GreenlandNew boat type - CutterNew
fishing method - Trolling12 new species of fishDLC GuideThis guide lists the baits / baits, locations and sizes of hooks that I used to capture all 12 species on Greenlandic /sea maps. Location: 3, 4, SeaBait: Cutbait large / small, live bait, natural/artificial eggsLure: Hard bait - WINDOWS PP
- 177 - twitchSize: 2/0 - 10/0Each: SeaBait: Livebait, cutbait big/smallFeeder - Bloody salmonSize: 11/0 - 12/0Location: 1-4, 7, SeaBait: Natural / artificial eggs, cutbait big/ smallSize: 1 - 6/0Caction: 2, 3Bait: Corn, peas, wax worm Size: 2/0 - 3/0Ocation: 6Bait: Peas, cornSize: 8 - 2Location:
1, 2, 4-7Bait: Artificial / natural eggs, cutbait large, worm, dragonfly, grasshopper, fly, red wormLure: Spinner - DAKINO W/U-15 - Straight (3)Size: 4 - 5 / 5 / 150Ot 5Lure: Hard bait – TailSpin, straight (2), soft bait – DAKINO ZZ 470 – straight (2), soft bait – KUBOT M-15T – straight (2)Size:
4 – 2Notions: This is slightly harder to find – the best time to fish is at noon. Location: SeaBait: Cutbait smallSize: 12/0Placement: 3, SeaBait: Live Bait, cutbait big/smallLure: Hard lure - Naja - twitch, hard lure - WINDOWS PP-177 - twitchSize: 1/0 - 6/0Placement: SeaBait smallSize: 5/0
Notes: Best caught at noon, evening or night. These seemed a little harder to find than most, so it's worth adjusting the time of day. Location: SeaBait: Live baitFeeder: Bloody salmonVerize: 11/0 - 12/0Every: 1Bait: Red Worm, maggotSize: 4 - 1/0This is the end of The Ultimate Fishing
Simulator Greenland DLC Guide. I hope he can help you. If wrong or you have suggestions, please let me know Comment us. Have fun. Similar posts: Ultimate Fishing Simulator Amazon River DLC Ultimate Fishing Simulator Kariba Dam DLC Guide Popular Steam Guides Written tutorials,
links and tutorials Follow me leveling through the game from 1 to 13 and learn how to level quickly and efficiently while still trying several areas, different fish and types of fishing. How to catch the biggest fish early until the middle of the game and how to distribute skillpoints to maximize the
leveling speed. You will also pick up some very useful tips and tricks from the guide – especially if you are new to the game. Other UFS Guides: This guide is about how to level 1 to 13 in an effective way while fishing has varied across different areas. It contains quite a few tips and tricks I
picked up or learned from others while playing through this game with a few characters in both difficulties. The videos are unedipped and unedimed - you can watch me every second of the journey; when I catch fish and when I don't. It is divided into 8 episodes of different length, but I tried
to keep each episode limited to a maximum of 1 hour. This is especially useful for beginners, especially the first 2 episodes, but I expect there will be at least a few tips and tricks that can be useful even for experienced players. The videos are uploaded at 720p due to my relatively slow
upload speed. I can upload in 1920p, but a maximum of one per day and more suitable at night - if anyone ask, I will of course do so. I tried to make the guide just as useful to players both in normal difficulty and in real difficulty - in fact some tips only apply to one difficulty or another; as a
result, I put very little emphasis on hunter vision skill. The guide also contains nothing about fly fishing or ice fishing. I really don't even do on my primary accounts, and I wouldn't have much to offer. If the guide becomes well visited, I might add more episodes, but I feel that once the
character reaches 13 and has a lot of funds, the game is pretty much just about getting bigger and bigger fish. Personally, as in most games, I prefer the initial part of the leveling game; looking for a better device and trying to 'kill monsters'. Once the device is in place and the game becomes
a grind, I tend to lose interest and start a new character. I hope you like the guide and find it at least somewhat useful - it didn't take long to play the character at 13, but it took quite a while to add subtitles and upload videos. All alignment has been done in local games to make videos less
crowded with information – see note on local vs multiplayer below. Multiplayer region note: Nothing is shared in the multiplayer area. The fish you see and catch are not the same as other players to see and catch – they are born on your side, so to tell you. In addition, you do not even have
the same time of day or weather as others. You will not get more or less experience or money for a particular fish than would be in the local game. Multiplayer areas simply allow you to interact with others in chat and share your catches in text form. You can even stand in the same place as
someone else and interfere at all. People are usually very friendly and helpful in multiplayer games and I highly recommend using them. Due to the growing popularity of UFS, they can become crowded though at some point. Levels 1 through 5. Tips on how to learn: Save skillpoints to get
more Exp and lower priced skills as quickly as possible. These are the most important skills. Get the network as soon as possible (level 5) and always use the autonet. When spinning: It may be a good idea to let the lures drop a little before they rotate - especially when spinning at a higher
speed. It is good to hold the tip of the rod near the water level to get the bait deeper. It is good to let the bait drop on the last few meters of the throw (stop turning). Levels 5 through 7. Learning tips: Large fish are naturally rarer and therefore more difficult to catch – moreover, if you only
target large fish, they will run out at some point. See note below. When spinning: The speed of 5 bars is usually ideal for fish in the trout family. Underwater camera can be very auxiliary in catching fish (does not apply to players who play real difficulty). The color and type of lure is not
important - the size of the hook is a key factor in UFS. Note on rubbing fish: Fish constantly appear - if a certain lake has 10 pikes, no matter how much you catch, there will always be 10 pikes in the lake. In addition, if you catch and release one, it will multiply in a different size. This can be
easily verified by simply creating an area with a small pond and one fish. The size of the fish that are born seems to be determined only by the level of the player. For example, let's say that a player is at level 10, let's say they visit a lake that holds pike, and say that pike in sizes {1, 2, 3, ...,
10} kg each size is equally likely relative to the level of the player. If this player uses a hook-size that allows him only to catch pike of 8 kg or more, he will quickly run out of available targets in the lake, and will be forced to either reload the area or aim for smaller targets (only 30% of the fish



are initially able to take his/her hook, and for each one he/she catches the number drops until no fish left are able to take the hook). Even if this player releases the fish he/she would like to catch again, he/she will run out of goals. For this reason, you may find at lower levels, in particular,
that you simply run out of big fish in a given area. If you find yourself in a multiplayer area with another more experienced player, you may find that he/she catches a lot of very large fish. But whatever you try to do, you can't catch fish that big. This is simply because fish of this size may not
be available at your level; at least not in the same quantity. You could even use the very same equipment and techniques and still get different results. That doesn't mean he/she is very skilled, considering you're not; it's just how UFS works. You can always choose a local game if such
things could thwart you. Levels 7 to 8. Tips to learn: Bass and Catfish are not good for settlement purposes. They're easy to land, but small (at least at a low level) and slow to catch. In leveling, Betty Lake is more than 3 times as effective as Powell Lake. Powell Lake has other things to
offer though. Catfish are easy to catch with marshmallow, but slowly find the bait. Spinning: The speed of 2 bars is usually ideal for fish in a family of bass. Levels 8 to 9. Tips to learn: Mirror Carp is a great fish to level at medium to late game. They like worms! When you are at level 8 or
more, money becomes much less important. Many fish caught pay more than $200 and you can quickly assemble a few thousand. When you float fishing: the zoom function is great – especially for those who play real difficulty. The bell-biting indicator is an excellent tool on any difficulty
level. Don't leave without him! Setting the size of the float to 200% can help you figure out that in bad weather or remotely - this is especially true for real trouble. The size of the hook is very important when hunting a float - you know the fish you are after and what sizes of hooks they take in
different sizes. Or learn in this area by trial and error - do not be afraid to start big and move on to smaller ones. Typically 3 pieces of bait seem to attract fish from a greater distance than 1 or 2 does. The type of bait is much less than you would think - if a fish takes baits A, B and C, simply
choose the bait most suitable for your purpose (i.e. avoid other unfortunate catches, save money or the like). Levels 9 to 10. Tips to learn: Sturgeon is a great fish at the level of the middle to late game. They like big bait! The depth of the hook under the float seems largely irrelevant; simply
always use 50-60 cm to facilitate the landing of fish from a boat or bridge. When spinning: The speed of 2 bars is usually ideal for pike and mesh. Levels 10 to 12. Equalization in Betty Lake is still a very effective middle game. Using a large hook ensures that you catch bigger fish, but
requires you to get out of the area again every once in a while (as shown in episode 2). Levels 12 to 13 - videos 20 minutes and 40 minutes. There's nothing to learn from this episode. You may laugh at my incompetence - especially at 8b, but learn something - dubious. It took about 7 hours
at levels from 1 to 13 while playing varied. It could have been done faster, but I feel like watching me grind would be really very boring. And I enjoyed it. And then what do you do after thirteen, you can ask me. Well – to be perfectly honest, getting level after 13 is a grind. There's no point in
denying it. You can try different types of fishing - such as ice or fly fishing. You can try to collect all the species that you are able to catch. But at some point you have to grind to get to a higher level. There are ways to catch even as early as 14, but none that I will use. I suggest you look at
them though – they may be for you. Having just reached 19 on character, I'm playing the most, I'm trying to catch the Marlins now – and I can tell you: it's well worth the time you spend grinding. But how am I supposed to grind, you can ask. Well, as I see it, there are 4 potential things to do:
Trout in Betty Lake – many many many trout. That's really hard work. You'll have to be there all the time, and your fingers may wear out a little while. Betty Lake is often full of players though, and there are plenty of opportunities to interact with others. And trout are easy to catch and land.
Mirror carp in the lakes of St. Zin. When fishing, you can do all kinds of other things - the bell will tell you when the fish is ready. You can consistently get fish over ~18 kg using hook size #7/0 (at least from level 15 or so) and often they will be 30, 40 or even close to 50 kg. If the fish does not
reach for the bait in a few minutes, simply move it. Sometimes you will have 0 or 1 fish in your area that are able to take #7/0 hook and sometimes you will have 5-10. When you feel like you've caught them all, simply flood the area again. Mirror carp are very easy to land. Sturgeon in Lake
Baikal. Here again the advantage is that you can use your computer while fishing. I find it difficult to consistently get a big sturgeon though. Not to mention that a big sturgeon takes time to land. Smaller fish in Pinas Bay . I find it difficult to consistently find fish over 20kg though. And they are
significantly more diffuse and more difficult to land than mirror carp or trout. They are fun though and every once in a while you hook your swordfish and watch it eat your line. I suppose you could focus on the large Striped Bass, which is very easy to catch and land. Big fish aren't that
common though. Sometimes I go to Lake Powell and catch 120kg of fish in 10 minutes - and sometimes it's 20kg in 10 minutes. If you go to Mirror Carp, you can try using a stand and 3 bars with electronic indicators of the skus. Once you get used to all the keys used, you can set one up in
30 seconds or so, and you'll catch a little more. With this strategy, I recommend #6/0 hook instead #7/0 - just not big enough mirror carp to catch. Use corn if you also wan't catch grass carp. You can also rig one or more pike rods with cutbait or catfish witk marshmallow., if you choose to do
so. This is slighly faster than just one rod with #7/0 and respawning, but you are not able to do other things while fishing (too much action). If I had to rate them, I would probably say that 2 is the fastest followed by just 1 and then by 3 and 4. The most fun is probably 1 or 4 and the most
action packed about 4 or 1. The point is that as far as I can tell from the numbers I've been crunching, in UFS 20kg fish pays x money and y experience regardless of difficulty or place that has been caught (or at least either has a very very small It seems that even a record fish will not pay
off. Maybe a fish that unlocks the success it does – I haven't looked at that yet. Before you start grinding be warned – I estimate it took me somewhere around 8-9 hours to level from 18 to 19 on Mirror Carp itself. This seems like a long time, but since you can do other things while you play,
and compared to the grind of other games, I don't find it overwhelming in any way. Way.
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